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1. INTRODUCTION 
It la the purpose ot tMi review to ate hew w«U the Dilating 

experlMhtal dace agree with the standard wtak Interaction theory, 
A literal interpretation of this task would be clearly beyond the 
intended scope of this work; accordingly ease dec Is ton* need to be 
evade ee to the material to be included. In outline these choices, my 
guiding principle nm* been co discuss only these data uhlch test the 
heart of ths standard model ulthout having to rely too such on var
ious peripheral assumptions, in this spirit I tend to exclude, for 
example, the various prediction* sbout the purely hadronle eeak de
cays* since the expected accuracy of these predictions can he under
stood only in the framework of rather Involved QCD calculations i) 

The agreement, or lack thereof, between (be data and the predictions. 
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reprpiunt in this ease aera a taat of the calculatlonal techniques 
than of fundamental weak Interaction theory. In the same apirlt I 
tend to ignore various nuclear physics experineato vhoae Interpre
tation to obscured by the uncertainties having to do with the nuclear 
•otrlx eleaent calculation*. 

The vain body of this review shall concentrate on what I consi
der the throe cornerstones of today's standard Model: charged 
current phenomenology as rtlstad to the V-A theory, 2' neutral corrent 
phenomenology In Ibt fraaauork of the Glashow-1ielnbere-5alaa aodel, ' 
and the comparison of the char* picture tilth the Glaolwlllopoalos-
Haianl aodel, 4) In addition, 1 Shall briefly discuss the extension 
of the old 6-vvotk picture to tn* Kctayaehl-Maakatn 6 quark model' 
and swwBorite very briefly the present experimental and theoretics] 
status of the CP violet ion. This program v i l l clearly leave out 
same aspects of theoretical sod experimental vork that are at the 
forefront of testing and defining the standard nodel; neutrino naaaas 
and oscillations, and the ixlon hunts are two examples that cone 
readily to mind. Hie main Justification for this omission is their 
extensive coverage in parallel lectures. Far the earne reason, I 
shell not go beyond the standard model into the realm of Su(5), 
so(ID), and beyond. 

To the extent postlblo, I would like to take • pedogogical and 
historical approach Co this review, ttiat 1 aeon here. In that I will 
try to indlciite eva swell as possible What specific aspect of to* 
standard nocel la tested by a given experiment and where does this 
prediction c«w frost* 7*i addition, 1 v i l l try to a certain extent 
to follow the historical development of the twin ideas. The develop
ment of physic* does not, however, always take » logical course -
•me of the recent work attacks stellar eu>-«tla.s that were origi
nally confronted by expartaents 20 year* ago bo. in a different 
svbf ield. A T and v decay c laparls^ft Is one gaod example of auch a 
situation. In these eases, I sfe&ll violate the history In the 
Interest of a more rational logical structure. 

To conclude those Introductory remarks, I should acknowledge 
several recent excellent reviews, more limited in subject natter 
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crvared then the present one, that have aade ny Job considerably 
'.•aaier. X should Mention especially the work of F. Scheck on nmon 
physiee, J. J. Sakurei's on The Structure of Charged Currents * 
and the reviav of Weak Neutral Current by J. E. Kim, P. Laneacker, 
H. Lcvine, and H. H. Williams. As is apparent In what follows, I 
have drawn heavily on the material presented in those papers. 

1, THE STATUS OF CHARGE.? CURRENTS 
The charged currant reactions played the sane role in helping 

to foraulate the weak Interaction theory to the late 1950's that the 
neutral currents have enjoyed sone 20 years later. After the "dark 
ages" of airly and Kiddle fifties characterized by tenfusion due to 
sevjral contradictory experiments, case the Renaissance of the late 
xiftlea. It was characterized not only by brilliant theoretical in-
sighta at exemplified by prediction of parity non-c«m*erv*tian and 
foramlation of the V-A theory ' but alio by a variety of crucial and 
frequently ingenioua experiments, tack of space does not allow me 
to describe this fascinating chapter in the history of weak inter
action physics; I shall limit myself to aumnariaing the main conclu
sions, showing what results they etc based an, and discussing briefly 
how wall theae conclusions have withstood the twin tests of time and 
higher energies. 

At will be teen in a cedent some of the Kost precise experiments 
in this field have faaen performed over a decide ago. since that tine 
there have occurred great improvements in technology, and thuB one 
can think today of laprovlng the accuracy of sone of these results by 
quite a good Margin. Because of new theoretical interest there are 
currant plans to redo some of these older claaaical experiments with 

cfm/fbua be 

I would like to start this chapter on charged currents byvaueaiejai If 
rising BOB* of the Qualitative features of t' e standard picture that * 

rge froei theae experiments. These features are: 
a) V-A nature of the Interaction 
b) short range of weak interactions (consistent with locality) 
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i.e. an intermediate vector boson that is heavy en the I M I 
scale of the experiments in question. 

c) 3 lepton fesdlieo with similar structure 
d) lepton conservation law 
e) "universality" between u weak interaction processes and 

nucleoli 0 decays. The exact meaning of universality will be 
developed as we go on. 

2.1 teptonlc Reactions 

Next I would lite to turn to specific experiments. The 
simplest, from the theoretical point of view, are pure leptonic 
reactions, as they do not involve any complications due to hadronic 
structure. Historically, nuon decay was the sole laboratory for 
pure charged currar.c study that fell Into this category; today the 
list 1B expanded to <t different processes, i.e. 

+ + -u •» e +v +v e v 
+ + t •+ e -H>+v_ 

* T 
T •* u +v +y 

V i 
v + •" + w" + v t 

(plus the charge conjugate reactions of the first 3 decays). It is 
still the OUOTI decay, however, that provides the Boat precise sxreri-
mentnl Input and l shall start by reviewing the inforaatlon Available 
on this process. 

The Diuon decay in the conventional picture is described by the 
Feynman diagram of Fig. 1. Because of the low values 5* «-Bomentuni 
transfer involved In comparison with the expected W mass, this 
picture is however lndestlnguishable experi
mentally from a simple V-A U point interaction. 
If wc Integrate over all directions, the 
electron spectrum Is described by two pore-
Meter a, conventionally called p and n. The p 
and n parameters, as well as t and 6 dis
cussed below, can be expressed in terns Fig. t. u decay 
of scalar, pseudoacalar, vector, axial diagram 
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The ether aaawireaMe *** of parasefctra hec to 4a vith the 
polarization of the electron eoltted in tha anon decay. Hot* ftpecif-
IcatUy one can weesure both the loagltfldlnal polarisation as tHrtl «• 
rb* wo coatponanta of the trensveree polarization, one of tfhlefe i s 
forbidden by tlae reversal Invariant:*. iht value* of the** 1 polari
zation coaooneots as of the tlae i»f tin » » Vancouver Conference 
ace mwamrUed in Table II. 

Ta*U II 
Electros oolaritatlost experiment »a. theory 

Cfanponent Exp. valve V-A Prediction Reference 

Longitodinal ~ P, 
-1.00 t 0.1J VorW Ay*. (1979) 

-1 
-0.H t 0,08 15 

Transverse IT COT*) VT B/A»-,06Jtt»&W 0 J 5 

Tr«nisverse{Tvlol)p- 6VA"- .003 i .033 0 15 
T 2 

5"e» v o i d * of explanation a w needed f e s o r i i n s £*»» trattsverae p e l s r i -
2at ion cooponente. The theoret ica l valuoi of thoan eompsnonta can 
be expressed in terns of a, a', fi, B' , A iwi % parameter! (a , ft', e . 
$' and A Just l i k e 4t are functions of th* d i f f erent coupling con
s t a n t s ) and are functions of both e lec tron energy and angle 
of e o i s s l e n of e l ec tron with reificet tu SWOB spin d i r e c t i o n . Tims 
i t i& ware meaningful to f i t tha i* p o l a r i s a t i o n data in tarns of the 
above parameters rather than quota t«« absolute valu* i f th« p o l a r i 
z a t i o n , l i te v a l u e s ejtcteo resreceot f i t * under the «ssustpUoft of 
t o t a l c a n c e l l a t i o n of s ca lar and paeudoacalar coupl ing <a » o* " 0 ) . 
The aaxiana posei tOe va lue that < / * < « d a 7A) can tafce i * 0 . 2 4 . 

We can now w r i t e a phenonenologlcal current reaponslble for t h * 
en part of the charge re tent ion Hanl l tonUn of u decay a* V-( l + c)A, 
and ask what e r e the experimental 1 l e f t s m e . I would l i k e t o em
phas i se that s i n c e we are vwtaa. the charge r e t e n t i o n forawliaa, th ia 
question i s not equivalent to the prablcn of poMible existence of m 
beevy lnteraecllatc vector boeoo with rich: handed coupling. The 
Halts Oct on t by volwsa'6' of n, EP , and *£ are displayed in 
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vector t mi ccmwx coupling coafflcieote ttwt occur In tmon decay 
BaaUtottian <see lef, * for explicit ferulae), THt» shay M t u t e 
directiy the fora of interaction reapoosible far the decay. Thi 
spectrum is quite aensttlvo to the value of o a* can he. Keen (torn 
Fig. 2a; m the other nana the epoetin* ten involvoin*, ti la 
multiplied by *-/*,. sad ttma the 
spectrum i# affected very little 
as one varies n over it* full al
lowed range f w » -1 to +1 (|u 
Fig. 21*). Only at vary low elec
tron energiesf la there any eentl-
tivity to th« v»l«t *f t(. 

To take tat* account the 
correlation between muon tpin 
direction asd the elastics eeisen-
tuc v«ctort 2 aara paiiniteri are 
required, 5 and S. Tha forwar la 
re loud to the magnitude of tha 
forward backward aayBBsatvy; tha 
Utter paramotri*<i tha differ
ence in nomeni'uia ipictrum of the 
electrons emitted at different 
=.igl«s. The ttoat recant pub
lished valoai of theea ear ameers 
are llGt«4 to TaMc 1 together 
with the V-A prediction* Since 

o,e 9.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
• 4SlUt) 

Fig. 2. Impendence of the ei«c~ 
tf on asectrua on tha value of t> 
(a) and n <b>. The ttelid curve in 
(9) corresponds to n-0; lite oat-
alds 2 corves to n-1 and up*!. 

experimentally one always SMMSUTSS fix F , t l ia t tha product of 
these 2 omentitis* In tha Table. 

Table 1 
Parameter 3xp. vain* V-A Prediction Inference 

Sbspe » p 0.7H 2 ,063 O^SO 11 
Low energy shape * *| •0,12 t 0.21 A 12 
Shape difference - * 0.755 ± .009 0.750 13 
Asyanetry x ?„ - tt 0.W2 i .013 1 14 
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Fig. 3. One should emphasize 
that P* and n measure intrinsi
cally sisdlar thing* (both can 
be expressed In terns of a and 
A)» but P*. is free of the WI^/B, 
suppression factor discussed 
above. 

The structure of the v v 
pert of the H H Bamiltonian 
eon be tested ' by •essuriiuj 
the ctoas section for the rsec
tion 

«„ + e" •• if + v^ 
which depends both on the rela
tive Timber of right handed and 
left handed neutrinos and the 
V, A interference tern. The 
Implications of the measure--
•rata by both the Gargamelle 
Collaboration ' end more re
cently the CHARM experiment191 

•re shown in Fig. *. 
It Is clear that the enion 

decay process, probing the weak 
Interaction structure is con
sistent with the conventional 
V-A picture. A good test of 
possible admixtures of S and 
P Interaction la provided by 
the •eaaure—at of u polarl-

Flg. 3. Possible values of c al
lowed by different v d'icay experi
ments. 

r . . „ , , . . . . 

-

1 

J 

C0W11979) - ' * 

/CHASM,/; *' 
/ "**%: ^ 

Al 

0 

Fig. 4. Units on P and 1 set by 
the Gsreanelle end CHARH experl-
oents on inverse » decay. 

sation from the Inclusive reaction 
v„ + A •» si T X 

where A stands for a nuclear target. The first such tteesuresent was 
performed several years ago by CHARH Collaboration and their 
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result. I.e. V - 1.09 i ,22, 
imposed a 951 C.L. of 16X 
on possible admixture of 3 
and P Interaction. More 
recently the sensitivity of 
the experiment was increas-
211 ed ' by studying the avon 

polarization as a function of 
y variable (inelasticity). 
As can be seen from Fig. 5a, 
any possible 3, r" admixture 
will be relatively core im
portant at high y values, 
The it decay asymmetry, how
ever, shows no trace of y 
dependence and ulthln sta
tistical and systematic 
errors Its magnitude Is con
sistent with what one would 
expect on the basis of V-A prodictlon of maximum polarization. 

I would like next to summarize very briefly soae of the other 
features of weak interaction theory that have been deduced from |i 
decay. The first very Important point, already noticed over SO years 
ago. Is the apparent universality of weak interaction coupling con-
stant in e variety of different processes. More specifically very 
intriguing was the fact that the tteak coupling constant as deduced 
from ii decay appears to agree within 2X with the vector coupling 
constant in g decay as deduced from Che study of 0 . It was this 
question of why the vector part of the 'teak interaction does not gat 
renoraalized by strong Interact lens that vas the Motivation for the 
conserved-vector current (CVC) theory. The ewall discrepancy of 231 
can be understood today in terns of the Cabibbo theory sad its subse
quent generalization to 6 quarks. 

The nuon decay also picvldes the most stringent tests of lepton 
conservation number, and more specifically of the separate 

8 
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of the stopped u's as s function of y. 



conservation lav; of both the e l ec t ron and mi on number. The l l n l t B on 

the waan "forbidden" decay nodes , i . e . the ernes that induce u •* e 
t r a n s i t i o n s have been summarized by Schecl and at t h i s conference 

_g 
by Martin r ~ o t t . They a t ta in not? v a l u e s ir the neighborhood of 10 

of t o t a l decay rate and provide important cons tra in t s on any theory 

Incorporating u-e mixing. 
22) Most of the observed lcptonlc processes cannot d i s t i n g u i s h 

batueen the so c a l l e d add i t i ve .\epton consei-uation law which implies 

EL - constant 
u 

EL • constant 
e 

i . e . separate conservat ion of e l e c t r o n and muon f.umber and the mult i 

p l i c a t i v e l a v , which would demand only 
1(1 + L„) • cons'.j.nt e v 

(-1) u • co.istt.nt . 

One can discriminate between these 2 alternatives by searching for a 
decay mode . _ 

L -+ e + v + v 
e v 

vhich is forbidden by the first, more stringent hypothesis, but al
lowed by the second one. This decay has been recently searched for 
at LAMT by looking for secondary Interaction of the decay electron 
neutrino, i.e. 

v + A -* e + ... e 
The decay process a l lowei by both schemes i . e . 

u •* tf 4 v 4 v e n 

will yield only v , whose Interactions tD pioduce e" serve a& con-
e 23) 

venicnt normalizarim. The quoted Unit is 
+ + -
u •» e v v 

R = — + * - < 6.55; (901 of C.L.) 
v •* e u v e u 

pro-lng the dominance of the additive lav. 
Two other questions, Telnted to the lee ton conservation law, 

deserve to be mentioned here. The first one consists of the connected 

') 
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problems of neutrino masses, oscillations and decay. This is a field 
of great theoretical and experimental interest at the present tiae 
and Its various aspects have been discussed at this conference by 
both Adelbcrger (neutrino mass experiment) and Son! (neutrino oscil
lations), The space limitations do not permit any discussion of 
these complex and interesting questions; 1 would like to merely state 
here my personal opinion that as yet no convincing case has been 
made either for neutrino oscillations nor for non zero neutrino 

24) masses. : 
The second topic deals vich the double beta decay which could j 

occur if lepton conservation law is violated (e.g. M is a Majorana 
neutrino) and If the leptonic part of the weak interaction currant 
does not obey exact Y* lnvariance. Thus if the latter Invariance is t 
broken at some level, either by non zero neutrino mass or explicit 
existence of both left and right handed currents (due for example to 
presence of both right handed and left handed coupled W bosons), I 
then the limits on neutrinoless double B decay can limit the conceiv
able descriptions of the neutrino. 

25) Traditionally, limits on double 0 decay without neutrinos 
62 128 130 have cone from the geochemicdl experiments on Se, Te, and Te, 

which searched for corresponding noble gases trapped in the ore. The 
amount of the noble gas admixture couJd then be translated (if the 
age of ore is known) into a sum Df both neutrinoless and 2 neutrino 
{i.e. allowed in standard picture) double beta decay rates. Much 
higher matrix element for 2 lepton emission Hakes this study on 
effective way of setting limits on neutrlnoless process. The field 
has recently been thrown into a state of flux by a reported obser-
vatlcn in a cloud chamber of 2 neutrino BB decay of Se with a 
rate 28 tines higher then the total 6S rate obtained by geochemical 
means. Furthermore,a recent theoretical calculation of this pro
cess appears to agree with the latest laboratory result, lending 
additional credibility to this result. The interesting conclusion 
Is that Russian m v measurement, ' new limit on Se neutrinolMB 
double beta decay, 2 6 ' and the theoretical calculations ' appear to 
be incompatible with a Majorana electron neutrino. Clearly all of 
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result* ere retber prelielnary at this Mag* but they lead us 
to balieve that better laboratory cateexJBar.es en double ft decay can 
taach ua aoBetblng fwndfwtal about wet* interactlone. 

The T decay phtnessua provide as not only « autaae of testing the 
hypothesis that T virb vr9 neutrino fern e third leptonlc doublet but 
also allow one to repeat amy of tha v-oacay studies at higher eatr-
sfes. ihe T situation b u recently been reviewed ceaorebeoeiveiy 
by rerl and east recent result* tuwe been emaurlxad at this confer-
•occ by Faldaro. To eTold duplinatlon* 1 aboil onto briefly eouuer-
« e die points e » « salient to the tbeae of thle review. 

In the conventional picture* »oe 1 decay ceo be described by the 
generalised Feyeaen diagraa of F-i,. 6, 1» t e n s of this diagram, the 
Most important conclusions can be euarariiad es follows; 

a) The i appears to couple to tha atoa internediata vector 
hatm that is responsible for other weak Intaractlena. This state
ment is faaeed en tha fact that i l l tht aeavurad branching ratios 
( i . e . behavior of vertex B) of the T egret with the predictions based 
on standard W hypDtbesla. 

b) At tha vertex A, t>ia coupling aa dtterelned by a neaeure-
cent 2 9* of tha Hichal p paraneter Is consistent with V-A. The 
cxparlMntal value of B - 0.72 ± 0.10 should be eenpsred with the 
theoretical V-A prediction of 0.7S. 

10) 
c) The v. appears to ba distinct ' from v. and v i its aes* " s a l Is coosiattnt with s e r e , " albeit the precision 1* s t i l l quite poor 

CPV < 250 MeV). 
d) there i« now e first aeaowanent of r lifetime vhich 

Measures die coupling strength et vertex A. The Mark It group 
f j»ds 3 1 > 

T T • « . * i 1,1) i W * 1 3 eeca 

in eoad sgreeaent vith the prediction iron 
«, p. T univeteallty of ?.» x 1 0 - 1 3 eecs. I>T *'*>. u 

Fig. 6. t decay diagra 
U 
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2.2. Hadrowic Procoaeoe 
So fw the oiecoaaion baa boon United to the lepeooit part of 

the weak current. Turning now to tba hadronlc sector, the early 
experinente indicated that V-A alto IHH to bft operative there* but 
the complication* doe to strong interactions sake a etralghtforuerd 
fonallso ojore difficult. By opplying, bnvever» rather general 
principle* or by resorting to a specific aodel, these difficulties 
can be overcone to a large extent and accurate predictiene are 
possible. I vovld lilw next to t u n to BOB* of to* confrontations of 
the charged current weak Interaction theory with too experlacnt in 
the hadronic sector. 

Historically the conserved vector current theory and the 
related isoeriplet currant hypethfttia have baan the f i n e truly 
successful link between tha weak and olactronagntCic Interactions. 
By placing tha vector weak interaction charged tun ant In tha •*•* 
multiplet with the laovactor part of tha electromagnetic current, i t 
provided an explanation or lack of ranornalizatlon off acta and pre
dicted the exiatance of aoae direct waak lntaraetiona between various 
particles. The latter hypothaais aliened one to calculate preciaely 
(except for snail electromagnetic correction!) the aatrix elements 
for a variety of ptocaaaaa involving hastens• One of the trtst cele
brated of these predictions vai the 0 decay of tha pion, i.e* 

« + * *' e \ 

which according to the CVC should occur with a oiaiscule branching 
ratio of J .065 x W"8. A ne« oBparlnent «t UUffF ettasuriftg this 
branching ratio o/totM 4 uceltetaeey result of (1.02 1 .«6)xlO , 
representing already • slgnlflccaC Isproveaant over the old world 
overage. 

Anwhw recent, and quite different toot of the CVC hypothesis, 
Involves the Mavurejemt of the branching ratio t* •* e*» . lb* decay 
rate for this process can be related via CVC to the annihilation 
cross section e e" * p D . Tha latest axpniaeatal noshex of3*! 

BR (T* * p*v) - (21.6 * 1.8(etat)s 3.6(*y*t))2 
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agrees vary vail with the anet up to date prediction of 
(21.5 * 1,5)X, 

X would Ilk* to ton now to • trlef discussion of the partes (or 
quark) BOdtl which has had soae rewrkahla successes Jn predicting 
the beherior of badrons in tens of structure composed of eleuentary 
constituents. As •»* shall see later on, the quark approach has bean 
renrkablj' svcceaci'MJ. In linking cht theory with experiment In the 
field ef neutral current phenomena. Hera I want to address mynlf 
•pacifically to the idea that quark* snake up a V-A charged currint of 
the um kind M tlw leptoas, and th.ta the knowledge of h&dron cca-
positlcn can lead to soae very specific experiaettt&l predictions. 

If tha quark part of tha current la pure V-A then oe have ex
plicit prediction*: 

v - quark (or v - antlqua;k)&catterlt>g,t do/dy - constant 
v - enark (or v - «ntiquark)scetteringr do/dy - (1-y) . 
for cht V+A quark current the predictions are simply inter-

changed (y li tha atandard inelasticity paraaitur). Thus if nucleons 
were cccpoavd exclusively of quarka we could reudily test the hand
edness of thi quark current. Unfortunatelyj eh:- presence of the qq 
aea la the aucleans Bakes the interpretation of the v scattering data 
aUghtly tore obscure. 

TO* antlqoark eoBponent, however» cannot participate in single 
chars production. I.e. for neutrino interactions we can only have 
processes 

v t d * u " + c * „ , P 
v +s->(j" + e + ... 

Thus u u eventli to the extent that they represent a pure saaple of 
eham production followed by nuonlc decay of charm particles, consti
tute a convenient teat of quark handedness In charged current weak 
interactions. Here specifically, the general y distribution can be 
written aa 

^ - o + <l-o)(l-y>* 

where <l-o) represents the V+A admixture. The recent result 3 6* from 
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the C M S collaboration gives (I-a) 1 0.10, consistent nidi pure U.'t-
baadedneae. This Halt, however, is C O M parable to the aagnlcuda of 
the (J-y) conponent present m non-chan producing neutrino inter
actions end normally Interpreted as due to antinuarks in the aea. 
Accordingly, the value of (l-o) quoted does not contribute very m e n 
tgvercs restricting tbc nature of the current. 

1 would like to turn finally to another general principle that i 
has provided un with a wealth of theoretical predictions that appear i 
to be well aatlafled by the experiment, namely the Cabibbo ehaory. j 
In the original foramlation, ' the universality of weak interactions J 
veant that the Peptonic weak interaction current has the save j 
strength ae the total hadronic current, which has 2 consonants. One j 
of these of strength proportional to energy* i» relevant to the o9-Q J 
processes; the other, proportional to tin 6 , governs the AS-±1 | 
channels. In the quark language, we say that the ewes elgenstates { 
are not identical to weak interaction eigenatates, and that the lower 
DBsber of the lightest quark ueak Interaction doublet is d' defined 
as 

J' • d eoae_ + a ainS^ . 
9 , the Cabibbo angle, is a free peractoter co be deceratnea try the 
experiment, end whose theoretics! prediction repreeanta en isnortsnt 
challenge to all higher synaatry models. 

The formalism has been since extended first to the second doob-
Jel, containing the charm quark and wore recently to the slx-anaife 
world by the addition of 3 sore paraneters. However, even in the 6 
quark picture, the original prediction! involving u, d, and • quarks, 
as veil at purely leptonic processesi differ from the 6 quark pre
dictions only in second order of quantifies that appear to be small 
experimentally. Thus for the purpose of present discussion we Shall 
stick with a single parameter formalism. 

The strength of ns-sl transitions (I.e. sin « c ) can be •assured 
in 2 independent ways i.e. 

a> The KSj decays (both neutral and charged) represent pure 
vector transitions and hei.ee the 5V, breaking effects are supposed to 

* 2 
be small as ona extrapolates the Dallti plot density t*-> q "0. 

IA 
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(Adeaallo-Catto theorem)3.8* Thus the decay n t t coupled Vlth tfctt foro 
factor determination can yield the value «f sin* • 

b) the barymic r-enileptooic decays arc ceapletely pnrsnstriied 
by th* D/F ratio In the axial-vector oatrJJC element* and the Cablbbo 
angle v c (provided that one use* C"X to obtain behavior of Mae of 
the t o n factors and assumes absence of second class currants). Thus 
a global f i t tw neutron and bypcroo decay data will yield these 2 
parameters. 

Schrwcb and Hong h-*e recently pexf otned am analysis ' of the 
above data to obtain 

sin6 c - 0.219 i 0.003 from Re, data 

•*n6 e - 0.220 i 0.M>& from buryonlc decay data 

To allow for f u s i b l e theoretical errors beving to do with SV̂  
breaking effects, radiative correction!, etc , they prefer to quote 
an average value with a lirger error! i . s . 

sine e • 0.219 l O.Oi: . 

More recently, the WAS collaboration hive presented new results 
40) on hyparon semileptonic decays free thi CEftN hypsron been, ' Their 

data ere considerably nore extensive then thu prevlouely aveilable 
totel world savpie, and they have besm anslyr.id within the frewwork 
of CVC and Csbibbo theory. Hon branching r«1 io asasurenents ( i . e . 
•syanetxy coefficients, charged leptcn-neutruw correlations, fialltr 
density, etc.) can be analyzed to extract th« ratio of Com factors 
gj/fj without any aaMsption a* to cfae value of etao^. *|'*i« 4 * 
turn, can h* expressed for each decay ee a l&esr combination of ft 
and F coupling conatanta i . e . a straight l i w In the Of T space. 
Self consistency of the picture exhibits itself in a ceanon inter
section point for a l l the data. The gj/f, data are shown In Fig. 7h. 
The branching ratio meeswreaeate (trsnsleted Into partlei decay fates) 
do Involve aln» c , and their results cm be displayed In the D-F apace 
only after a best f i t to sine^ has been node (Tig. 7s). The VA2 
group baa also performed a global f i t to D, Y, and 6 f t paranetere 
using a l l of their data ss welt ee the g,/f. measurement for neutron 
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decay, obtaining 
sine, - 0.228 a 0.012 

in good agrceawit with tin prev
iously quoted value. 

Clearly the aelf-coaaie-
tency of tl* hyperoo data and 
the egreeacnt *•( the 2 wetbods 
of determination of ainB_ con-

c 
stitvee an important Mat of 
the Cebibbo theory. Tb* re
lative decay rata* t * uv 
and H«pv are alee eonaia-
tent with that picture al
though the much larger SW» 
breaking affeetf have made 
the test lorn quantitative. 
Finallyi TOO insula asm ion 
that the flr«c raaultf en tht 
i decay proceato* 1) 

T * - K 

1 

+ v. 

t 5 +K* + V_ 
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Fig. 7. The limits on D and F 
coupling! iwpaaed by the ««oilep-
tonle hyperon branching ratio 
BtasuraaentB (a) end the %\ll\ 
ratios <h). 

also agree vlth ttw theory within the very Halted atatistlca of the 
present experJuefite. 

2-3. tlwite leeoeed oa jqt**w»Ee Madera 

1 have tried in the precedent dlaeaaalon to show that the 
charged current proceaee* are aonaiatant within the axperlaental 
errnra with the conventional picture of weak interact ions. I wmM 
like to conclude thle chapter with a wexy ewteory Look as to what 
Halts are lnpoeed by the content data en acne of the alternate 
models that have a certain degree of popularity today. Hore 
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s p e c i f i c a l l y 1 viould l i k e t o look at the p o s s i b i l i t y of charged Hlggs 
p a r t i c l e s contr ibut ing as the intermediary t o tht- weak interact ion 
and at the pos tu la te of the e x i s t e n c e of r ight hinded coupled In ter 
mediate vector boson, U p . The former a r i s e s natural ly in Clashov-
Veinberg-Salam model with a complex Hlggs s tructure; the l a t t e r ' s 
a t t r a c t i v e n e s s has t o do with r e s t o r i n g l e f t - r l g l . t symmetry and mak
ing the pre ferent ia l lefthandedness a s t r i c t l y l e v energy phenomenon. 
Since comprehensive reviews of these top ics have been recent ly given 
by Strovlnk ' and Sakurai, ' I s h a l l l imi t myself t o only s t a t i n g 
some general conc lus ions . 

The charged Hlggs models have been i n t e n t l y d iscussed by Haber, 
42) 43) 

Kane and Ster l ing and McUlllisms and LI. In the notat ion of 
x e f . A3 the Lagranglan for the charged Hlggs e c u ; l i n g i s 

L - 2 3 / 4 JQ~Y MJ, [^f t « f f t - ~ ) + o * f . ( — % f , l H + H.C. 

and the experimental problem Is to determine the limits (or values) 
L R 

of »,., and arf, . In general the effects of charged Hlggs parti
cles will exhibit themselves as presence of effei tlve scalar and 
pseudoscalar couplings and apparent violation of e, u universality. 
The Flerz Interference term in pure Fermi transitions Imposes best 

43) 
llslte on Hlggs contributions to nuclear 6 decoy, ' i.e. 

-0.025 < (a" 4 a.ba L < 0.C35 . du du ev 
The 1 licitE from y decay on products of leptonic couplings to Higgs 
are approximately an order or magnitude weaker. 

In the standard Hlggs models, the couplings arc proportional to 
fennion masses. Thus comparison of TT -» ev to n -• yv decay rates does 
not provide any Information about Hlggs couplingE (recall that In V-A 
theory the matrix element also goes as m /tn ). t-oucver, there are 
models where couplings arc Independent of fern lor masses; In those 
cases this measurement can provide quite stringert limits. The 
comparison of latest experimental number with thiory translates Into 

if the present 2 o discrepancy is attributed entirely to Hlggs. 
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The natural motivation for a heavy righthanded coupled boaon Is 
the restoration of left-right symmetry. Hodels Incorporating a Li-
grangien that Is left-riglit symmetric ' can be characterized by 2 
parameters, i.e. the ratio of the manses of the two bosons and their 
mixing angle. The sensitivity of various experiments to possible 
existence of a heavy right handed boson has been recently summarized 
by several authors ' * . The p value from u decay provides the 
most stringent constraint on the allowed value of the mixing angle; 
electron polarization from Gamow-Teller transitions give the most 
stringent limits on the mass ratio. The current status of these 
measurements has been recently summarized by Koks and van Klinken 
who have measured the polarization for lev energy electrons by look-

3 
ing at the de-ay products from H decay. According to the V-A theory, 
the polarization of the electrons after correcting for Coulomb ef
fects (i.e. P/A) should be just equal to the velocity of electrons 
in natural units. The summary of data is shown In Fig, 8 and the 
agreement appears good but the 
anomalous behavior of older 
measurements In the inter
mediate energy region la still 
not very well understood. 

The constraints on the Z-
boson model imposed by the 
different experiments are best 
expressed In the piano defined 
by the mixing angle and the 
mass squared ratio. They are 
exhibited in Fig. 9 and come 
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The lower limit on the mass 
of the righthanded boson 
appears to be about 240 GeV 
(under the assumption that 
the corresponding neutrino is 
nassless, or at least has very lou mass) 
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Fig. 6. Summary of data on electron 
polarization from nuclear & decay 
(from Koks and van Kllsken) 
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improvements In the £P value 
frcn che upcoming round of 
experiments should aignificantly 
Improve the Units on both ( and 
C parameters. 
3. NEUTRAL CURRENT REACTIONS -

COMPARISON WITH THEORY 

0.15 

0.10 

0.05 

M(W R) (GeV/c=) 
ECO 300 220 

3.1. Introduction to tha atandarg ^ 
aodel. x 

I 
I vould like to commence this S 

i chapter with a brief introduction 
M l 

to the standard model. We 
can start out by recalling the 
first three steps of BJorken-

48) 
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Fig. 9. Constrair.es on tine 2-
boson model lope ted by different 
low energy experiments (from 
Strovir.k). 

Llewellyn Smith's recipe 
on how to build a gauge theory 
i . e . 

1. Choose a gauge group 
2. Choose a fenuion repre

sentation content 
3. Choose Higgs scalar repre

sentation content 
In a certain sense SU(2>, called here weak isospln in analogy 

with strong Interactions, is a natural component of a successful 
gauge group, since, as vc have seen from the previous discussion, 
the lepton family appears to divide itself into various multiplets. 
Since in SU(2) we have 3 structure matrices: (the familiar Paul! 
matrices) this will imply 3 vector gauge bosons. The 2 charged 
bosons can be identified naturally with the intermediate vector 
bosons responsible for the charged current weak interactions; the 
neutral vector boson, howver, is not a good candidate for the photon 
because a coupling of gauge bosons with lepron multiplets will yield 
a coupling of the neutral boson to the neutrinos. Accordingly one 
has to enlarge the gauge group at least to SU(2) x U(l) which yields 
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one new neutral gauge boson and provides additional degrees of fraa- -Jljii.JI 
don th«t are necessary to obtain agreement with theory. 

Regarding step 2, lsospin doublets of the form 

Ci ct (A 
xre *hs obvious candidates fox fennlon representation of left handed 
lcptons because of the successes of the V-A theory. However in light 
of the tact that there appear to be no right-handed neutrinos and 
the photon does couple to right-handed charged leptona, the natural 
assignment for the right handed charged leptons is isospin singlets, 
i.e. 

( ° R ' <*">R • <T~>R ' 
Parenthetically one should remark here that gauge theories 

without new neutral massive bosons can be constructed for example 
with a group structure 0(3). They are characterized by the wiltlplet 
assignment such that Q - T, and thus require postulating new laptona. 

The standard model makes similar multlpiet assignment for the 
quarks, i.e. 

\ d A • \"/t A n i P«haps\b'/L 

(where £', «*, and b' are some appropriate linear combinations of 
mass elgenstates d, s, and t>) and u_, d_, c_, s R, b R and perhaps t R. 

The reasons here are leas compelling than In the lepcon sector. 
First of all, there is the esthetic quark-lepton synmetry agreement. 
This symmetry allows one to have the simplest possible Higgi struc
ture, as discussed below. Experimentally there is only evidence that 
u, d, and s couple in a lefthandcd way (and only at low energies, as 
discussed previously). In principle u» and d„ could be in a higher 
multiple with heavier quarks, but the absence of high y anomaly in 

49) v interactions would force the mass of that quark to be ao high 
that it would not effect the v phenomenology at energies studied to 
any appreciable degree. Furthermore, according to Glashcv-Weinberg 
theorem, one way to guarantee absence of flavor changing neutral 
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currents la to assign to all quarks of a given handedness and the 
• a n charge* the aamc week isospin (T> and the swae third component 
crp. 

Turning now to the Biggs scalers, a single Hlggs doublet is the 
•InlauB aceeiteary s*fl,uliek.ent for $y(2) * 11(1) vith the above feroion 
repraaantatlosi With that assignment, we shall have only one non-
aero vaeuun expectation value and thus only one real-life Higgs 
particle, the neutral taenber of the doublet, it turns out that 
adding additional Hlggs doublets viuld not effect the phenomenology 
of weak interactions, but would generate additional visible Hlggs 
•calara {both charted and neutral). A different Higgs multiple: 
Structure) would, however) affect some of the predictions to be 
diacuaaad balov. 

We have aeen that so far ve have tacitly introduced at least 3 
parameter!, which can be taken to be: 

g - strength of coupling of SU{2) vectors 
g' - atrangeh of coupling of U(l) vector 
V - vacuum expectation value of Higgs scalar 
There are still other parameters, like the couplings of the 

V(l) vector boson to right and left handed quarks end leptons (a 
priori theaa are undaterolnad by the formalism). These additional 
parameters, however, are constrained by our requirement that we need 
to form 2 linear combinations out Of the 2 neuiral gauge bosons, one 
of which will be the photon (Y) and the other massive carrier of 
neutral current veeV intereetiuos [z^). The phcton combination oust 
aatiafy certain requirementsk I.e. be nassless, and couple vectcri-
ally to the charge. It turns out that lnposltlcn of these require-
asnta removes all additional deprces of freedom. Furthermore it 
specifies the strength of 2 -uuarfc and Z -leptor couplings in teres 
of the above 3 free parameters end third component of weak isospln. 

It la convenient CO rt~express the three albitrary parameters 
above in tonus of constants more directly accessible to experiments. 
I.e.: 

a - electronic unit oi charge 
6- - weak coupling constant 
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2 
s in B - where 6 I s defined by t»nB = gVft. As we ahti i ««c 

in a moment Bin 6 w I s ft parameter occurring te i l l o£ 
the neutra l current phenomenology. 

We can new enumerate noire of the expl ic i t predic t ions Chat f i l l 
out of the formalism discussed above: 

a) a l l neutral current phenomenology Is determined once ferslon 
assignments are made and sin 6 Is measured. 

v 
b) masses of gauge bosons can be determined from lov-enerav 

experiments: ^ 5 / / ( _ 1 / 2 

% s l ne w " 2 - « ^ « e v 

These predictions arc independent of the details of the fannion 
representation assigned; the second prediction depends en having enly 
Higgs doublets. 

c) The ratio M /M can be measured ir. iov energy reaction! by 
comparing the strength of neutral current And charged reaction*. 
It is customary to define 

H ,/M_ cos6 » p 
*> Z, *• 

and to have experiments test whether P"l (as it should be for 
doublet Higgs structure), 

d) The left handed and right heeded couplings of quark* and 
leptons can be expressed as 

EL,R { i ) ' T ? I " R l i ) ~ C ( l > ****** ' 
Kate that the above expression follows from the general SU(Z) X tl(l) 
gauge group. The standard (G-W-s) model makes the expression 
specific by assigning multiplet structure (and hence T,> to all the 
fermj.ons. 

1 would like to end this general discussion by a brief dlicuailon 
about factotlzation. Consider the diflRraos in fig. 10 representing 
some of the different neutral eurrer.c weak. Interaction proCtiiM. 
For simplicity, assume chat the couplings indicated refer CO the 
strength of coupling of lefthar.ded fcroions Indicated (q sta»dj for 
.ne of the quarks) to the Z° (assume that there Is only 1 of three, 
as in SU(2) k B(l)). tha essential point to be made here 1* that 
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any ont alnglc process * » « ' Q * a * t 

CM onl> aeaiure the l \ jLaf ( X B W ^ e * M = V * ^ ™ V 
produejL of the two / \ / \ / \ / \ 
relevant coupling ,„_„ „ 
constanti, e.g. AH ^ J 0 g ^ w u c representation of 
for neutrino electron factorlutloa. 
scattering. Factorisation means that the coupling constants thus 
extracted will satisfy the expression stated graphically In Fig. 10, 
I.e. 

A2 x BC • AB - AC 

Hilt 1* clearly ttae muter the assuaptlons stated above, but 
generallr wil l not be true If there are anre than 1 Z°. In that 
case* the coupling constants to different Z° fa can be different and 
instead of a tingle austere A, B, C, we shall have a vector A , P ,̂ 
G Of ditaraioftality equal to the number of Z *s. Each reaction 
will that sitarure a dot product of the 2 appropriate vectors and ft 
v i l l no longer be necessarily true chat 

A'A x B'C • A'B x BiC 

It li frequently customary to parametrite neutral current 
?vs«tloM by linear coaMnations of c's we have defined above i.e. 

a) for neutrino quark reactions: a. ft, T . and e representing 
vector ltovector, axial leovcrtor, vector iaoscalar and axial iso-
scaler coupling constants. 

b) for neutrino electron reactions: gy and g^, representing 
vector and axial coupling constants. 

c) for electron-quark reactions: a, fl, y , 6 defined analo
gously a* in (•>• 

d) for ee •* uti reactions: hyy, h ^ . h»., representing vector-
vector (I.e. vector Interaction at both vertices), axlal-axlal, and 
vector-axial coupling constant e. 
Kate that; in all these cases thes>> parameters are defined to include 
the strength of coupling .* hoth vertices. 

For model• characterised Hy a single 2-noson and under the 
assumption of e»u universality, we have 7 ir.dependent parameters 
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corresponding to the couplings of v^. i^, d L, ^ (and JI L), u-, «u 
and e R (and p R ) . Thus 6 factorisation relations must exist, whose 
validity tests the single 2° hypothesis. To test the standard sodal 
one can either analyse each reaction in terns of its own character
istic paraaeters and subsequently see if factorisation relations are 
satisfied, ox analyse all reactions right away In terns of the above 
7 independent parameters and see if a self-consistent solution 
exist*. I shall tend to u«e the second approach but occasionally 
vill utilise a aore general analysis. 
J,2 Purely laptonlc reactions - v electron scattering 

The purely leptsnlr reactions fall naturally into 2 classes; «-
electron scattering discussed in this section and e +e~ •* leptona, 
discussed subsequently. So far, 3 different w electrons scattering 
channels have been investigated. I.e. 

v. + e" * v + e~ 
\J • e" •• v + c" 
u u 

\! + o~ •* v i e" 
e C 

The effective Lagrsugian density for these processes can be written 
e* c 

vhere J* la the electronic current given by 
J » * * t ( * ) S Y u ( l + V" + "***** V 1 ' V' 

end c, (' •> and c R(e) ere the couplings of the left and right-handed 
electron that have been discussed previously. 

Per purposes of writing the expression for cross section, it la 
custeaary to define th* vector and axial coupling constantst 

* v* • c L(e) • e kfc) 

*A* " c L < e ) ' £ R ( e ) 

The differential cross section section can be written as 

%-^y Bo-,:' • to| 
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vtttra y It the Inelasticity, a the aaaa of alactron and t the neu
trino laboratory enarty. For neutrino scattering (v. v.) we have 

* - < * , - * A>' 
c - V - iA*» 

and for antineutrino the coefficient! A, 6, C arc obtained by *ub-
•tltutlflft i, •• -B, . In general for accelerator experlacnte, the 
la It tarn can be neglected becauoc n «' £, The express ton for the 
total croaa aactlon than becoaes (for neutrino electron scattering) 

^ - # | < * V + « A > 2 * ' ' J < » U - * A > i 
Boforc looking at the data one twoda to make 2 explanatory 

co—tntu 
a) for the last reaction I.e. 

« e * a" * v + o" 
In addition to Z° exchange diagram there la «1BD a charged currant, 
V exchangi dies ran. The latter la eheroctef Ued by RV • 1, R • 1 
and thus fine* ilia 2 diagrams contribute coherently wc nuat tubali-
tut« 

M Sy e»d 8 A *an be thought of as product* of couplings at the 
neutrino vertex and the electron vertex. Alternatively, in the 
atandird Mdal coupling at the neutrino vertex la unity, and they can 
bt vltwtd «ff Z°-e coupling constants, 

Wa can right away write down the predictions for these eoupllng 
COMMnta for the etaiuLard SU<2) * 0(1) C-W-S nodel. They are 
Hated la Tabic t i t below 
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flttitrlao-a 
Table III 

lectron scattering ccuoline constants (C-W-S nodal) 
BeastIon «L eR •v •A 
v v . . + •" -h + ain 2O w 

-S + aln 29 w 

-»1 + 2 «ln2e 
H 

h + 2 fllnZ9 

The experimental cross section values together with their errors 
define elliptical bands In the g v, R. space. The u^e ellipse la dis
placed frca the origin because of the extra charged current tarn) (the 
«,,, g space In our convention corresponds to neutral current g- and 
g only). The lat-at compilation of data are displayed in Fig, 11 
and they cone fro* BerbieUlni's talk at the 1981 Bonn Conference, 
The v e~ data comes froct the reactor experiment of Raises at si.; .»> 
the v e ellipse Is dominated by the new result from the CHARM Col* 
labcretloni and the v e result la Influenced costly by the 

541 Ferelleb experiment of neluitTbsrg et si. '. The data yield 2 
pufilble solutions for s v and g., ont of which is conpstlble with the 
C-W-S model and a value of 
•In 0 around 0.25. As we 
shall ace later, the noa G-w-s 
solution appears excluded by 
the e e" work and neutrino 
hadron scattering coupled with 
factorisation. 
3.3 a*c" * Uptons 

Ve consider here the 
experimental study of the 
reactiona: 

• - + . -e • e * a + e 
+ _. - * A -* * e * v + ti 

e + e * t + T Fltt. 11. Summary of v e, v, e , and a n 
V_e scattering data. 
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Tfea Istareat to that* raaetiMa tram tha point of view of thi> review 
K M In tha fact tttat they *re acoaitive to the interference effects 
batwato Y and Z° diagram, aa atom In fig. 12. (The first reaction 
h*a additional 2 diagram* with ¥ and t" in the t channel), in 
principle theaa raactiona can yield information on 3 different cou-
plin| eonatanta, ecanonly referred to aa hyy, h ^ , and h^. which 
In th* standard Bodei and aaaunisg lepton universality reduce to-

Nv-V k (1 2 1 

• M A " ^ 1 ' • in 2 6 v ) 
.55) Tha t e n muUlpllad by h w atiowa upr ' in the expression for 

total araia section ei a percentage change away from the predict lor 
ef ent photon exchange dlairaa and rlics linearly with a. h^A gives 
rlt* to parity violating affaeta lltta tion lero helicity of outgoing 
laptonl and croaa •action dependence on tht hellcity of the incident 
electron or poiitron, finally h., will manifest Itself as a forward 
backward aayamatry of the outgoing leptons of a given charge. 

Baildaa tha Intrinsic difficulty, connected vith the measurement 
ef tha firat 2 affaeta thay are expected to be very small in the 
•tandatd nodal. Thin la dua to the fact that they are predicted to 

2 
vanllh If Bin 8 • 0.23, which appear* to l ie very near the experi
mental value. Thua It !• not aurprlclng that none of these effect;-
have baan obaarvad BH yat. Thar* appears now, however, evidence for 
pretence of Ron aero h.. 
taru , Tha ioat con
vincing evidence conea 
froa tha obaarvad aiya-
•ctry In tha reaction 

• + a 4 
U + V 

Tii* result*, on that reac
tion, aa nail aa th* re-
latad T r" cosnMl, pra-
aantad5*' at tha loan 

fiflt 12* The two interfering diagrams 
to a4*" •* u JI~ 
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Conference are ouaMXlsed in Table IV, 

1 " J TV 

Charge Asymmetry Result B for < >V" Annihilation 
HARK II CELLO JADE MARKJ FIOTO TASSO I w t 4 

conblnu 
A <Z) 

CKS Pred 

-«±3.S 

-4 

- 1 3 + 9 

-5 .8 

-U±4 

-7 .8 

- 5 * 4 

- 7 . 1 

7*10 

-5 .6 

- l l . 3 f S , 0 

-e.7 
-7.712.4 

- 7 . 8 

GVS Pied 

-6*12 

_._. 

oxii 

-' . 

» 

Though still limited atatlBtieally, the agreement vith the ictndard 
model is quite impressive. 

The effect in angular distribution for 
+ + e •» c + c 

is much less significant. The folded angular distribution froa 
HARK J is «hovn ' in Fig, 13 and shova preference for h ^ • k, hyy 
• 0 solution over the h, VV fc. h AA 0 hypotheiii . The ful l angular 
distributions f.-cra the other * PETRA dateetora ' (Fig. 14) do not 
appear to snow very much discriminating powor between tnt Banc 2 
alternatives. 

Alternatively one can combine 
al l the available data on tnc 3 
leptonic channels, i . e . total cross 
section as a function of a, angu
lar distribution of Bhabha scat
tering and the forward-backward 
+ - . + -y p and i T nsyranctry io 

extract both h „ v and h . . 
simultaneously. This has been 
done by the S different groups 
at PETRA {not a l l the different 
pieces of Input «ara u t i l i z ed 
by a l l groups) and the results 
are shown In Fig. 15. T have 
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tions bawd on 1 different aeta 
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lever curve correepende to 
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ti%. M. Goeynieos of FETitA 
data on ff**- * •"**" with pre
dictions b w d on 2 different 
nets of values for h j^ end hyv> 
The lower cunte* correspond t o 
hjjf*t, hw»0; the upper to 

•0. h^-%. 

also Indicated on the sane figure 
the 2 possible solution* obtained 
from the ve scattering dat«i to 
Il lustrate that • a" data clearly 
favors the v*e compatible with 
the CttS wodel. 

In sumnty e l l of the f<ure 
lentcnlc reactions etc consistent 
v i tb the CKS nodel. The «i*ef 
s t a t i s t i c s «;« e t l l l quite l iat i t -
ed but they appear to give f irs t 
Indication chat e-e universality 
also holds for neutral current 
couplings. 
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15. Summary of PETRA data on h y V and 

Also Indicated are the 2 s o l u t i o n s 

from the ve date (assumirs f a c t o r i s a t i o n ) . 
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3.4 Semihadranlc neutral Current Reactions: v-Hadron Interactions 
These T O < M I M praicnt additional complication that la not 

present In purely laptonlc interactions,, I.e. the fee that hadrona 
»"e complex structures. Thus we have to rely on the quark model and 
sonet ises other theoretical assumptlone to make the connection be
tween theoretical frelictions and experlBemtal reality. Fortunately, 
the structure functions of the mtcleoas are known now quite well in 
the region of interest aa Is the fraction and composition of quazfc-
aatiqwerfc sea. Serious theoretical and calculation*! difficulties 
still remain: questions regarding exclusive plon production channels 
and size of atcolt physics effects are acne of the example* illustra
tive of this point. 

The react font I shall dlscuaB fall naturally into 2 different 
categories) v-hadron scattering experiments and weak-electromagnetic 
interference experiments in hadranic reactions. I shall begin by 
discussing the neutrino reactions. 

This topic has been comprehensively reviewed rather recently" ' 
59) 

and the new experimental data since that literature review vat 
completed appear consistent with the previous conclusions. Accord
ingly I shall rely heavily on the published review of Kla *t al. '. 

Just as for the v electron channels, we can write the effective 
Lagransiun density _ 

'.ff •7l"\< l +V* J!! 
with the hadronlc current J~ given by 

where the sin extends over a l l the quark flavors, i . e . u, d, c, a, b, 
etc. An alternative notation, involves decomposition into laovect&r 
(lsosceler) vector and axial vector currente, ignoring the heavier 
quarks 

j " • h «(St v» - 3vud) + SK5 Tf̂ Yj « - ^ V 

+ kt<»xvu * 3v t td) + W(5v((Tf5 u + 3v vY 5d) 
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The 2 w t i of couplings «r« related linearly in an obvious manner. 
Am far • • the heavier euevka are camncdj ic la generally e w t m t j 
in the f i t s to MOOT* generation f a t t y i . e . that e(e) auatk 
couplings v*ll he the saost as tin d(u) quark couplings *t required 
la the CHS oodel. Heavier quark* arc generally ignored. The results. 
however, oro not too sensitive: to thecc »»su»ptioos. 

There Is • variety of experimental input that determine the 
quark neutral current couplings,. I enumerate them briefly below: 

. ) me.suxe.ent of \ I o v * C / o v

t t and h- * - 5 * * 5 * « « * *n 
isoacalar target r Thaw meaeorentote are sensitive to u^ • d^ and 
«g + ^ since no information shoot ieospin structure of the 
neutral current eon be obtained. 

b) deep inelastic scattering from neutron and proton targets. 
These are measurements equivalent to (a) except that the lsoscslex 
target i s replaced by a single nucleoli. Thui the experiments differ
entiate betwaan uL<uf|) and d^(dR). 

e) Inclusive pim production (vA •+ wX). The e her Be of the 
leading pion provides eons lnforaatlon about the nature of the 
struck quark (row the knowledge ef ths quark fragmentation function 
D ¥<a). 
1 -

d) elastic scattering) vp * vp and vp •* vp. Thsae ernes 
sections are written in terns of the vector and axlal-vaetor form 
factors of the proton. The forasr can bs reletsd by CVC to the 
electromagnetic form factors; soma additional assumptions are needed 
to paranetrlte the axial form factors. ' 

e) exclusive pion production channels. The analysis of these 
rtiaimrio go probably most conplicsted theoretically since it la 
obscured by the imperfect knowledge of the ralavant hadronlc matrix 61) aleaento. Abbott and Barnett uaa the model developed by Adler ' to 
perform the analysis. 

f) The exclusive reaction 
v € + d * v B + o. + p 

can proceed only vis axial current and the magnitude of its cross 
section ie predicted by the GHE mode*. 
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Fig. 16 lUaAttatAA tha can-
•tratntc lnpoaad fay the different 
H » of input data. The data At* 
paranetrlatd by t ^ W ) , t^C*), 
c R(d) and cKtu> M d It li con
venient to diepUy the c«a-
atrainta a* allowed vaginae in 
both lett-haadtd A M right-handed 
coupling cmttnt apacee* Again 
it ahmild b* retailed that in 
both thee* apnea* tf» standard 
nodal Unite the allowed region 
to a atraight line eegnent, each 
point on which correepende to a 
different value of >l<l2* • 

Fig. 16a ehowa the raattic-
tioni Inpoitd by \ , Rj Mature-
unci on an laoicalar target. AJ 
Mentioned earlier only an annular 
region in each apace can be de
fined by theee date. Adding the 
data on neutron and proton ter-
geta, raetricta the alleued re
gion* to thoaa sliotffl in Fig. K b . 
TUare ia also « correlation fae-
tueen cha allowed region* In the 
c L(u) - c t<d) epac* and the 

Tig, 16. CoMtrAiatA laypaeed on 
the neutral currant eeunlineA by 
tha nautrinoHiadrAB natai a) 
data on laoacalax taffeta only; 
b) data on iaoeeAlar target* 
combined with data an neutrai 
and proton targeta: a) All *-
hadroi data <fron Kin at at.). 
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tg(tl) - t» W ) space which Is displayed as a shaded region in the 
6, t •» plot. Finally, Fig* 14c Illustrates the allowed regions If 
•11 the v bedroa data of the first 4 types U-d) are Included. Of 
tbe two allowtd regions In the lefthsnded space, the non CW5 region 
(unshaded) Is excluded both by the exclusive pion production data 
sad th* experiment of Paslerb et si., ' on v d reaction. 

In suaaury, vm tee thus that all of the neutrino hadron data 
defies (within errors) a single aet of coupling Constance, both In 
lsfthtfldid and rlghthanded space. Furthermore, both solutions are 
consistent with the constraint Istposed by the standard model and both 

2 2 
correspond to the seme value of sin 6 . finally the value of sin e^ 
(0,2 - 0.25) Is consistent with that obtained from the purely 
leptonie resetions. The GWS has obviously passed another stringent 
tcstt 

3.5 Wesk-electromasnetlc Interference In hadronic Interactions 
The rslsvant experinente here fall Into following categories: 
s) polarised electron deep Inelastic scattering 
b) palIty violation In atonic experiments 
e) a***- •* hadrons 
It is the first two categories l^at hsvs provided eo far the 

sjost relevant inforaitlon although the situation regarding the atomic 
parity experiments has been confused from the start, both in experi
ment tl rtsulta Sbd theoretical eslrulationB. In the famous SLAC 
parity violating electron fle»»* erlng experiment ' one studies the 
reaction 

e" + d * e" + X 
with polarised electrons. Due to the Interference between the y and 
Z exChinge diagrams, t h ' e n s s sections for electrons polarized 
parallel and s n t l p i i s l l e l to the beam wi l l be unequal, The size of 
th i s siyametry as s function of x and y Feynoian var iables has been 
calculated by Cahn and Cllnan in the fraratuork of the par ton model. 
If one neglects antiquaries as well as heavy quarks, the expression 
for asysnmtry Ap, defined by d . 
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baciiaes 

^ - - Sk|v \ + V V d ] A e * F f c > [ v *u + V A d ] V e ) 

" " sTEnT [VuA. " * V c j + F<*> [ V - " * A d V e ] | 

where V u 1B the vector coupling of the u. quark, A the aula.1, coupling 
of the u quark., * nd similarly for V d, A d > V e > A^. Q^ and q. are 
charges of the up and down quarks, respectively. F(y) is defined nyj 

i 
F(y) - * '* ?% | 

i + u -yr ! 
The expression above ifi model Independent. If factorisation 

holds (and v-Z° coupling i s unity) then • 

V u - c L { u ) + E R ( U ) ; 

A u " eL<u> " 6 R < U ) 

V e - g$ s cL<e) + e R(e> 

and similarly for A , V,, A.. 
* e d d 

Furthermore in the GWS model the y independent coefficient be-
2 3 2 

comes -3/8 + 5/6 sin 6 and the y dependent coefficient 4 (ein B„-W. 
w 631 

The experimental r e su l t s of Preacott et a l . give: H {-9.7 i 2.6) + (4.9 J 6.1) F(y> x 10 - 5 

Q 
which translates into the following constraints on the coupling 
constants: 

Vfi -i) V.A„ - -0,23 i 0.06 u e d e 
A V - % A.V • 0.11 1 0.19 u e d « 

The experiments looking at parity violation in atonic transitions can 
measure a linear combination of V uA e and V ^ that is almost orthog
onal to that investigated at SLAC. Thus In principle thes.a 2 acta of 
experiments can determine coupling constants quite vail. In practice, 
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bOvtVaT* the Statue of Atonic parity experiment!! has bad a rather 
confusing history and SOS* of the discrepancies between the older and 
never exptrineaM are still net <«e>pJet«ly understood. In addition 
Che situation la alee clouded by the difficulties of theoretical 
Interpretation; the value Of the magnitude of the parity violation 
expected In the CVS model has been reduced by a factor of Z a-, more 
sophisticated calculations vere performed. 

In light of this Checkered past history and the fact that a 
detailed discussion of these experiments la given In Adelberger's 
review at this Conference, I shall limit myself to merely summarizing 
ill the reaulta In the Table below. Different experiments prefer to 
quote their riaults la terms of different quantities, i.e. veak 
charge (QtOt ratio of E. to M, matrix elements <R), >md amount of 
rotation due to parity violation (&*?liC - related to R through nraber 
Of absorption lengths in the vapor). 1 prefer to keep in the Table 
their origin a), choices vhen presenting their results. 

Table V 
Swanarv of atomic parity violation experiments 

Broup lilement * Quantity Experimental Theoretical Ref. 
Quoted value prediction 

Berkeley 
UtahIngeon 
Novosibirsk 
Oxfors 

Th 

Bl 

S i 

Bi 

2927 QM 

8757 R 

6476 R 

-155±63 -116.5 66 
-8 C-G.7±2.L>*10 " . , . . - , , , , , , - 8 67 

(-20.2+2,7)3(10" 8 -{10-16)x l0 - 8 69 
-8 

«» R <-S:K!:8.K-» -«™w* 7: 
Koaeou £1 6476 a* PNC (-0.22+1.0)xl0 10 72 

Range of t i toret ieal values for K rep o s n t s ray re la t ive ly 
uninformed estimate baaed on the spread of values obtained 
from variola calculations. 

The atomic parity experiments can bent be compared with SLAC ed 
experiment i f one uses the concept of weak charge, ' defined by 

<Jy (B,2> - * 4 V uA e (22 + N) + V ^ (2 + 2N) 

is 



% 

A l 

and thus for Thilltu* ac haua 

Qu (123,81) - - 1 LAO V uA e - U0« V ^ 

The Berkeley result can thus ha expressed as 
-1140 V A - 1308 V,A - - 115 i 63 u e a a 

V A +1.15 V.A - .14 + M u e a e 
I have also converted the results of the oofit recent Washington 
experiment and the Novosibirsk experiment into weak Charge by Ut i l i z 
ing the central value of theoretical predictions indicated in Tabla 
V. The results of these 3 experiments are displayed together vi th 
the SLAC experiment in Fig. 17. Clearly the result i s eonalatent 

2 
with the GWS model and a value of sin a « 0.23. 

1 end this section with a very brief consent on the ctiCTtiela 

c + e" * hadrona 

which can aliro exhibit effects of y-Z° interference• The norualised 
cross section for the production of quark pair ff can be written •> 
(before QCD corrections) 

2 2 2 2 
Rf - Q 2 - a B Q f ^ s J e p ( 8 ) + i « s V < « v e + g' Xg} + a£ >*'<*) 

where the 3 terms represent the photon tern, Y-Z° interference ttrB» 
and Z° term respectively, P(B) 1 B the propagator term for the V-Z° 

a «fi 
interference and P'(u) for the pure Z exchange, and g • 4.47 x 10 
GeV - 2. 

In the framework of the CVS model o-. e and g» are timet lone of 
ein 2 e and thus the total cross aactlon w i l l have « al ld dependence w 
on that parameter (6 also cones in the propagator tense through 
v^). Thus if QCD corrections are believed to be fc&ovn exactly one 
can write the total normalized croae aectlon aa a function Of Bin 6 • 

74) 
This kind of analysis has been parforned by the MARK J ,fOUp end 
their results for S aa a function of <fi arc shown ID Fig. 18. The 
9SZ C.L. limits yield 

w -0.08 . 
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* * . (toe ahould AOO here, parenthet
ically. Chat the contribution of 
tha heavy quark* to the value of 
It Is Joot as lttportani as of the 
tt «OB o quarks. Thus che situ
ation her* Is differone from 
tha axperlffientg on •?<!*-?'-nary 
targets• 
3.* ftaBMrv of newtraJ current 

erccesaea 
It mould be clear from che 

above that the GW5 sodel appears 
to satisfy a l l the data. 3 
aeparate klria ai reactions 
(purely leptonic, v hadron, and 
electron hsdion) give Belf-
conslstent solutions with a 
valve ef Bln 26 w % 0.23. One 
weuld like to be a little more 
quantitative about bow good che 

it-n 4l|M>l 

Fig- 17, a) Constraint! lapeaad 
In the VjA,, VUA_ apaci by tha 
SLAC polarised cd exparlatnc 
and IOM of th* recant at cole 
parity violation experiments. 
For clarity tha error rant* 
(ooth uperlaantJl end twao-
retlcal) i s shown cnly for t*w 
Berkeley experlatent. b) 
Conparlson of these experiments 
with the CMS prediction. 
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fig. 18. Marie J result* m R an 
* function of •£ coopered to 
theoretical predictions with 
different values of eln z» . 
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agreement really Is. For this purpose, I shell quota bare 
results obtained by Kin et «1. ' Ixva global fits to all the data 
they considered. The data included there w e n significantly scarcer 
than available today and discussed in this rapart. At the tlM Of 
their fits none at the e e~ date were available and atonic parity 
experimental situation waa much nore obscure than it la today. Thus 
none of these data were Included in thalr fits. FurthetBora the 
recent high statItcICE experiments on v a and v a scattering vera 
unavailable at that tine, as well as some of the recent v hadcon 
data. Nevertheless, all of these new experiments support the reaulta 
obtained by Kin et al., and thus would not change the values result
ing from their fits significantly. 

I would like next to discuss seen of ths results of their fits 
and their implications. 

a) factorization. As already mentioned, the different subsets 
of the data can be fitted In a totally nodal independent way. 
Subsequently, the different coefficisnci can ba conparad to see if 
they satisfy the factorisation relations <trus if there la only ana 
z° present). We have seen, however, that the different pieces of 
data are all consistent with the CVS nodali a single Z° hypothsalsi 
Hence they must satisfy the factorisation relations. 

As an example, howevtr, of how these testa work in practice, 1 
illustrate in Fig. 19 the 2 regions in g * , g • apace allowed by ens 
ve scattering experiment. We have a "antral factorisation relation 

B / / e A

e - [to + T/WII + to)]/[to* + tone + s/3>] 

whose right hand side can he evaluated from neutrino hadron and 8LAC 
*d experiment. Without errors, this relation would give a atrai|ht 
Hue ta »,,* , g ' space; th« errors broaden It out to two triangular 
sectors. Clearly, the factorization admits the predominately axial 
solution and i s inconj-atible with the vector one. 

b) 5 parameter f i t . If one assumes SU(2) i l l ( l ) with conven
tional T^ aBsisnamts we cam f i t the data to 3 parestecere, i . e . 

P 2 , s V e w , T^" , xm

4 , T 3 ; 
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where Me have Ignored the u and t 
leptena as well aa heavy quarks. 
Kin at al . obtain for this f i t : 

SlftV 

'3R 
r3ft 
r « 

- 1.018 t 0.045 

- 0.249 i 0.031 

- -0 .0)0 * 0.040 

--0.101 * 0.0S6 

.-0.O39 t 0.047 

«$ 
I 

Fig. 19. A graphical repre
sentation of one of the 
factorization relation* 
(froo Kla et a l . ) . 

The feature of the fit that 1 
want to emphasize here la that a l l 
right-handed feraiono arc compatible 
with the singlet assignment, i . e . 
CHS nodel. More specifically, 
doublet structure of the type 
(E° a">R is ruled out, where ED is a 

heavy righthanded electron neutrino. 
Note that thaae data cannot say anything, about heavy neutral 

auon neutrino, alnc* none of the u data were included in the f i t . 
However, there la now Independent evidence against (H° i»"), doublet 
from the work of A. S. Clark at al . ' who rule out an H decaying 
via 

in the rang* 1 * SLJD * 9 CeV. 
e) 2 paraater fit* Accepting the singlet aa*lgn&e»t for the 

right handed feraiooa, tba data can be fitted to 2 parameters only: 
The result* af Kin et al. are, 

p 2 - 1.002 t 0.015 

1 2 
p* and ~&ln 6, 

•in 6M - 0.234 * 0.013 

the value of a consleteac with unity Indicate*) that the data «ra 
ecneiatent with Biggs doublet structure. I . e . absence of any other 
aultlplets for Hlggo scalar*. In addition, this result has 
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t i l ' 

Implication* on possible existence of heavy fermienp. leeaua* of 
renomvllzstioo effects involving loop diagram*, the presence of much 
f anions would fee expected to displace the value of p away frcai 
unity. Specifically, the quoted 9DX confidence level upper limit on 

771 9 implies in upper Unit on any heavy fermlon of SOO CtV, assuring 
that ita partner ia aasBleBF. 

d) single parameter fit. Finally one can constrain p 2 - I and 
fit to sin B W only. The result is 

ain 2» w - 0.Z33 * D.0Q9 
X 2 - 33.1 for 48 d.o.f. 

This is an impressive result, and a great auceaas for CVS model 
considering the variety of experimental results that have gone Into 
this fit, and the fact that some of the Input data art determined 
reasonably accurately by now. I should ales enphsslie that the new 
data obtained ilnee Kin at al. fit will M k e thia conclusion even 
stranger, since all of It is conalatont with the above quated value 
of sin Z6. 

W 
4. GLASHOW-ILIOPOULOS-MAIAM (GDI) MODEL 

h\ The G1M model ' was invoked to explain the absence of neutral 
currents in strangeness changing interactlona deduced from searches 
for the decays 

„0 + -

and „+ + -
K -» s vv . 

The authors picked up on an earlier suggest ioa by ajorken and 
761 Clashow ' to postulate a fourth quark, charm, uhich symmetrized the 

overall situation in the quark sector bv b/pothaalilng that the left-
handed quark doublets that participate In wash Interections are 

[d cosBc + s •IriB l t and I -d aio8 c + • eoa6 \ 

ubere e f i la the previously discussed CablMto angle. 
This postulate bad fax reaching consequences both la the field 

of spectroscopy of new particles and in toe field of their 
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interactions (I .e . currents), the apace i s too abort her* to 
describe the •any successes In spectroscopy; the basic M M was that 
the postulate of a new quark, with a sew quantum matter conserved by 
both strong and electromagnetic Interactions, vould lnply that there 

79) should exist a whole spectra of new particles, both of the type 
(ce) and of the (cq), (ono), etc*, where q stands for a light quark. 
Jurtheiwore, the lowest lying. Chan states should he long lived 

—13 (T % 10 sec) and decay only by weak Interactions. 
It Is now well known that the observed ehana spectroscopy 
: wall with what one wight expect froa the GDI node! and lea 

wnrrredlng elaborations* Otoe has seen the expected bound states 
<*/J . +* . n c . X> *• "ell as the open char* states (J», P, Afi) and 
their •asses agree renarfcably wall with the predictions of the 
aodel. Since these subjects have been reviewed extensively in the 

80) literature, ' I will not discuss then any further, but turn instead 
to the question of predicted currents. 

I shall start out by enunciating In Table VI the currants that 
are possible within the 4 quark nodal. 

Table VI 

Current ap AS AC CIM-Cablbbo Strength K-M Strength 
Typical 

Relevant Exnerlnantft 
1) C-i 
2) ua 

-1 
-1 

0 
-I 

0 

0 
cose 
ai«9c •l c3 

8 decay, v Inter
actions 
Ke., hyperon decay 

3) dc 
4) ec 

1 
1 

0 
1 

1 
1 

sine. 
c 

cosOc Cj 

v-chora, forbidden D 
decays 
allowed 0 decays 

5) «m 
6) dd 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

depends on 
alnB w 

- S.C. v Interactions 
electron hidron 
internctlons 

7) as 0 0 0 a. ae as dd - v interactions 
8) cc 0 0 0 sane as uu - v interactions, 4r*vv 
9) dfi 0 1 0 absent • „o + - „+^ +-

10) ec 0 0 1 absent - v»charafv, charm 
decavs 
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Toe first 2 charged currants and the first 2 neutral' currents 
>r« "oW" currents that have already been discussed. Furthermore O t 
ds current Is also an "old" current whose absence was the ralson 
d'etre (or the GIN awchsninn. Accordingly 1 shsll limit ny diacus-
aion to the other S currents, emphasizing aelnly the comparison of 
the experinental data with the CIH predictions. One should note that 
the extension to the 6 quark node (K-M scheme) will not change 
predictions vlthln Che experimental errors, sines the K-M and GUI 
predictions are different only In the 2nd order of what appear 
experimentally to b« small quantities (I nse standard notation where 
tj = cosej » »3 * alns. , etc.). 

dc coupling. In principle one can extract this information In 2 diff
erent vsy&t by studying either chare production In v Interactions or 
the Csblbbo forbidden 0 decays. It turns out that the only reliable 
quantitative information one can obtain is from the 1st process, so 
I shall dlecuis it firat following the treatment of Sakural } and 

81) Pakvaca, Tuan, and Stkural. 
Chan can b» produced in v interactions In one of two ways: 

either off the d quarks 
v + d •» p" + c 

or off the s quarks In the sea 
v + s * s" + c . 

It is the first process that Is relevant to the coupling of interest; 
It can be separated out by studying the x distribution with the 
conclusion that 30-431 of charm production (aors rigorously: oppo
sitely charged dileptons, since that is signature used for charm 
Identification) comes off the d quark. Using the total neasured dl-
lepton rate (•*. 1 0 - Z i 303). allowing for threshold effects. Mi 
taking (9il)St sr the average semi-nuonlc branching ratio, toe obtains 

0.19 < ]s|C3| < 0.34 . 
This should be compared with slnB t » 0.229 quoted earlier. 

1h« Cablbbo suppressed branching ratio 
D •* » + e + v 
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coupled with the lifetime measurement could In principle determine 
the sane parameter, juat aa Ke, determines the value of sine . 
However, no data on these dtcay nodes are mailable as y«ta Iht non-
leptonic branching ratios of the D aeesured to be 
r(itV)/r(K~n+) - o . 3 1 i,5)t r(K~K*)/r(K"ir+) - m . s t 3.0)* 

era difficult to interpret theoretically because of strong inter
act loo effects. It can only be ssld thst they support the quali
tative conclusion that 3c coupling Is of order ein& . 
ic coupling. The cleanest channel to study here is -

symmetry breaking effects are minimized In this channel for 
the sane reason as In Re- decay. The experlsencal Input consists of 
D + lifetime and B* •• K?a v f t exclusive branching ratio. ' Together 
the;- yield: 

r(D + •» K°e*v () • (1 ± 0.5)xlO U uee"1 

This value, coupled vlth the SEBknption that the form factor In the 
decay is dominated by the F yields 

|cjC 2c 3 - SjS 3 «~ J - O.fl i 0.2 
ss coupling. Ihis neutral current coupling can be obtained from die 
do/dy distribution In neutrino hadron neutral currant interactions. 
The contents of the a, a son has to ha first obtained fron charged 
current interactions. Jonfcar at al. obtain* 

l*,!2/|*d!2 - » » * o.« 
cc coupling. The strength of this coupling can be measured by ob
serving p/j productive in neutrino Interactions, that presumably 
proceeds through the diagram illustrated in Fig. 20. The CDHS col
laboration quotas ' 

l« e| 2/|8 u| Z - 1.7 * 0.5 
In principle, at least, this coupling cruld also be measured by 
observing the decay node */J •• vv, if one would know the exact 
number of neutrino flavors. 
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X 

M g . 20. Diagram 
fwr */J production 
by neutxfnoa. 

I ahould add b«ra parenthetically that the 
fact that e e~ * nadrona agreee with tha thaocy 
at high energies 7 4' tayt that M»Ci coupling of 
heavy quarks (including Sb) cannot ba anomalously 
large. 
5ft coupling. Thia currant should vanlah la tha 
AIM «odel. It can be looked for In the reactions 
lite 

Vv * A •* V 4 C + .*« 

U «? + v.. 
i.e. charm production by neutrino beans without any final state noon* 
From their work in naon filled bubble chanter, laltay oeotea*6* 

o (chain chawHinn M.C.) »» 
v (total B.C.) s ** 

baaed on no significant algnal found. I believe that a comparable 
or betttr llsic can ba extracted frou the evulsion work In the v 
bean at Fa m l lib, designed to measure charted particle lifetime, 

Altonatlvalyi one can search for neutral eurrtnt chare decay*, 
for example by looking in neuti ino interaction* for lignaturaa of the 
type 

v • A + H + c + ... 
Ue*+e- + 

«> Baaed on no evente of thl* type found, Baltay ouotea 
r ttham changing weotxal enrrenta) »-
T (charm changing charged current*) 

In euBsery, the spectroscopy and interactions of the charm 
particle* are in good agreement with the CIM nodal. In eeveral 
sectors, however, there exists great deal of rooa for experimental 
improvement. 

5. EXTENSION TO 6 QUARKS 
In a remarkable paper, written before the dloeovery of the c 

quark, Kobsysahi and Maakaua 5 > urgued thee within the alaplcat SU(2) 
iU(l) model (i.e. only one Uigg* doublet) with only a quarks, there 
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i t aft natural way to generate CP violation. They eboved that out of 
tbe peaoibl* wave to ham CP vlelaiien witbfa this wedel, ws* to 
enlarge the quack population to 6. Mtnla> tibia craaework tht charged 
carta**, weals' fee written a n 

J + * (Set) uWj 

where II la a unitary uatrin ttiat defines the nixing of the M I S 
eleanstatea. For the 3 x 3 dlneneioeaHty II ia characterised by 3 
Euler*llke angles and one phase. Specifically tl can be written ' 

C 3a 1 .^j 

2 "VaVW** "•iWw"' 
Thia tenant becan aorc attractive aa T lepton sained respectability, 
insofar that equality of quark and iapteo populations (with conven
tional charge sssignaents) la one way to remove the triangle anoaa-
Ilea. The sehene becaue the "niw orthodoxy" with the discovery ' 
of T at Feral U b ind ita subsequent eonfiraation ' at DES¥. X 
would like to review In thia chspttr the question aa to hew veil this 
"»CH orthodoxy" ia supported by the experimental data. 

tie Bay first «ak how well it the eaiatence «i thia new doublet 
established- There ia now reasonably good clrcuastsutlal evidence 
that new flavor haa been produced In the e +e" annihilations) from 
the T spectroscopy, ** the excess electron'2* and k*on 9 3' production 
at the 48 f cute* and the value of * at high enerev. 7 < ) On the 
other hand* It ia not clear that any unaabiguous nat<M beauty b 
signal haa bees seen ee yet. ' In auBBarv, however, t think seat 
people would agree that the evidence for existence of a b quark is 
quite good. 

Unat about the top quark, t ? £BHU detectors have searched for 
the t quark up to the blgheet energies of that ring and aee no evi
dence of t production. ' this placea an upper Unit of s>t * IB cev> 
Should this be * waves of worry to the advocates of the $ quark 
•odel? the theoretical eatiaetea are uncertain, but it appear* that 
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t quark mass of around 40 CeV would sot be toe surprising.9*) A 
fair statement to sake would probably ba to My chat a w though 
there is no experimental evidence for the t qnark, neither do the 
present searches speck strongly against the existence of a (t b> 
doublet. 

I turn next to the possible alternative multiple* ••slaweote vt 
the b quark. ' The Claahov-Wslnberg theorem no longer guar ant tea 
automatic suppression of neutral currents, ' and thvs one might 
expect an appreciable decay rate Into 2 charged leptons. I .e. 

b * « + + e~ + x 

b •» ti 4 + | f • X 

The exact prediction Is impossible to make beceuse it depends on the 
nixing parameters of the K-M Mtrix (the form of the matrix remain* 
the sane as for the 6 quark picture.) The requirement thet AS«1 
neutral currents ere absent forms ncv one of the constraints that 
have to be imposed in obtsinlng possible solutions of the K-M Matrix, 
V. Barger and S. Pskvasa nave examined the possible alternatives 
and conclude thai 

Mb * e+e"x> • Btb •* i>Vx> k M l . 

This prediction already appears to be In trouble with the latest re-
suite 1 0 0' from the Cornell e"V" work. 

The other possible alternative sway from the standard model* It 
a (c b>_ doublet. This doublet 1* bard to rule ottt experimentally 971 because BC couplings can be strongly suppressed in this case; ' 
only detailed study of b*c decays could exclude this possibility. 

Thus it appears that (t b ) ^ alternative is the most appealing 
one. I would like to end this chapter with e very brief discussion 
of how well the K-M parameters are determined. Any self-inconsis
tency In this determination would be evidence for necessary modi
fications or expansion of the K-M scheme (B quarks?), 

I have already discussed previously the determination of U ^ , 
*L.« *>.. •lament* (the subscript* refer to the 2 quarks linked by 

las Cfi 
a given element). Until t quark is discovered, no direct information 
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OB P ^ , » t i , *»d 0 ^ *a poeaible. It yaceia* to diseuaa u ^ , ev^, 
» A » and tb* cm*tr*int» on » . , ft_» * , r and £ laposed by owr Isfor-
aation about khue tutrix etaaenee. 

The D . element i s obtained by comparing the strength of the 
weak Interaction constant a* obtained from pure Fermi B decays Co 
the* obtained from u decay, the awtt recast analysis give* 

At present there exists no experlnental infonatlon en U^ and V e b 

eepatately. 
aeuatea 

A 2o»er (and not very usetul) limit on the aun of ftbeir 

f K wf4 

•"ii can ba obtained from the upper Unit on B lifetime (tg ' 3 » 10 
l ie) by atiunipg the spectator wodol, which doaa cot appear to work 
toe wall In 0 decays. 

Mora ueeful information exists on tha ratio of these 2 ssatri* 
ultaenCl, S^/Ugijl. trco the sr:iy of the details ef b decay. A 
reletivaly large value of U c b would raault lit a larger numbers of K' 
sad a lower energy charged leptcr. apeetrtis* than one would hove if 
U . dominated. The experimental situation on the electron spectrum 
atroogly*** supports the largo « c ( | alanent (ahenm in Fig. J i ) . 

i 
»•* e e 
rig. 21, the observed experitteatal energy epectras 
of electrons f roa the 2 CESR detectors taken at the 
*S T: a) data f row CLEO detector with 1 GeV exaeri-
aental cutoff- The curve corresponds to the spectrum 
expected on the basl* of V*« decay, b) data frow 
CHSB detector compared with B •• av(S,&*) prediction 
(solid curve) and ft •» avX O L • I GeV) prediction 
(dashed curve). 
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A quantitative interpretation of tinaa Biota la difficult bacauaa ' - . 
of the uncertainties about the aaae of the final atata badrenic i 
system. Thus the CUSB group 1 0 2 ' obtains for T(9*V»i )/r(B*cvDr1>*) 

A * 0.23 (901 C.L) If Xu - 50Z (t,n> and 50* (p,w) j "V 

i 0.32 (90Z CI) i f X̂  - 1 C»V . I 

Similarly the neasurcd Busbar of K's/event ' Is 2.5 ± 0.5 ± 
0.5 to be compared with the prediction of the standard aodel of 

HJJ - 1.5 for b-*e transition 

« K - 0.7 for b-m transition 

Superficially, at least, both places of evidence support predonlnanca [ 
of the b+c decay node. 

He finally interpret these result! on the V matrix elensnta In 
terns of the 4 basic parameters. Logically the ateps are as follows) 

a) from u . that measures Cj one can deduce that 

Sj - 0.23 1 0.01 

\>) u and U u s (CJBJ) give the relation 

Cj2 + a j 2 c 3* - I - i j 2 a 3

2 • 0.996 4 0.004 

or s t

2 a 3

2 - 0.004 1 0.00* 

yielding Sj - 0.27̂ Ĵ JJ 

c) U c d (Sjfij) t n e n gives 

SjC2 - 0.265 t 0.071 

or » 2 < 0.57 

d> Dc- *C1C2C3 " •2*3* ' iBpOMs « coupled conatraJnt oa e>2 

and « 3 uhlch for snail 0 2 and « 3 can be apprcxlaated as 

» 2

2 / 2 + B^/2 * 0jj03 £ 0,4 for «-0 

e 2

2 /a + o 3'/2 - u 2» 3 i 0.4 lor «-ii 
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•> I f , * ^ ! »"*•> M ^ i V ^ l V j * c j V i a , ' > can eleo be 
traaeletad Into a constraint in tha *2> "3 
Ste 4 conetxalate of a. lUuatxated graphically in Fig. 2% 
for 2 apttlfle veluea of G, l . « . 0 and *, 

For ooaplatanaM* ona afaouU section that a Unit on 9, c m n b e 

obtained from theoretical arsunente baaed on the J?-*? w s s dlffer-
Ha recall that tb« original a a t i n W ' for the pass of 104) 

tho Cham quark cane by eetlnatlni tha &«<IL •*«) fron fcojediagTm 
In Fig. 23* Of courae, in thoee daye tha t quark vac not included 
ia ouch calcu^iatloM, but tha fact that the aaas of the c quark came 
ttirpr±alB$ly cloaa to tha thaoxatical expectations, argues that the 
contribution of the t quark tc the naaa difference cannot bo too 
large. Vary roughly that contribution i« 

Cm (KL-KJ) • m t

Z x 

strength of td«te couplings 

Arguing that contribution due 
to t quark should not be greater 
than that due to c quark leads to 
Inequality 

*i 0 

J--I..J—L.-I l_i_ 

I u,c,t d 

» » « • * 

0.2 0.4 0J6 OB 
*» A W ) 

Fig. 22. Constraint* Isposed 
on ain02 •** e*ntj hp differ
ent experinenta (froa Baknrai). 

• - « alCM-1 

Tig. 23. Son diagram 
contributing U the 
K£-K§ •»«» dWtrence. 
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tan «, £ -£ i 0.3 . 
z ut 

It I B Instructive to look at cha X-H oatrlx by using the valves 
of aj. « 2, and a 3 derived ftoa th« arguaente applied abova. I re
produce below the Matrix as derived by Sakwral7^ from his typical 
values for 4-6, i.e. 

«! - 0,127 « 2 - O,JJ0 a, - 0.243 

Be then obtains 

/0,97« 0,219 0 
0 - 1-0,213 0.A4S 0 

\ 0 . 0 M 0.489 0 

The values (especially the lait daelnal figures) ahould not bn taken 
literally. They are useful, however, to l U u a t m a the feature that 
chc coupling- tend to get entailer as we get further away fron the 
diagonal. 

6, CP VIOLATION 
Very little has happened experimentally in this field alnea the 

review aTticle of K. x. Klelnknecht. ' The general eltuatlon sen 
be summarized very succinctly as followa: 

a) CP violation has been obairvud ' in cht K^-Kg eyeten. 
b) CP violation In K?-K£ system la consistent with 

Kolfensteln's ' superweek theory (Fig. 24). 
e) tto CP violation effeet be* been eeen in any other eysteo,. ' 
On tike other hand there is now a renewed interest in studying 

the CP violation and several precise experlsents are in the running 
or planning stage that stay shed new light on this old problen. 

This revival of the experimental Interest ban been stimulated r© 
a large extent by the theoretical work attempting to answer the 
questions posed by the CP violation either within the framework of 
the standard model or by applying MM-* variant thereof. 

The 2 acid tests of the different u,. i*s appear te be the 
raclo |e'/e| that can be measured by comparing the MEnf hides of 
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n +_ and n end the electric dipole 
moment of the neutron. The import
ance of theae two quantities s t e m 
pertly freu the (act that different 
theories heve et leant a fighting 
chance of Making a prediction about 
Chen amt portly from the fact that 
the present experimental limits arc 
very close to at least some of the 
recent prediction*. The present 
experimental U n i t * are: 

|c7<Ko.<»no) 

d-(0.4 i l.5)xlO~ 2 te c m 1 1 1 * tt 
vithin thr framework c( the atandard 
nude) the c parameter Is Riven 
h v l 0 4 > : 

!t| % fl sine,, coitOj sinOj filni 

x Ho, « e

3 / » t

3 3 

Fig. 24 Swaery of ncasnrcd 
<a> and derived (b) (7 vio
lation parameter* in R?-*5j 
ayateai (from Cronln, 
ref- !D6). 

vhcre the la»l factor Is a slowly 
varying function of e, and quark 
staaeee. Since no one knows how to 
calculate I, the above equation ean 

be viewed as a oesns of measuring ( (provided that there are no 
other contributions to cr violations). That will be passible once 
better knowledge ef 0. and e will be tVAilable. 

It doeb appear that the ratio | t*/(! can he calculated within 
the K-H model, and the consensus of different calrulatlons la that 
112) 

1/500 $ l t ' / t | * 1/Jn . 
I.e. an the verge of experimental detectebtllty. As for the dipole 
stonent, however, the prediction fs fat away from the prea«>nt limits, 
nseely 
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flu th* axoariSMntal aid* • hiatal; fncoaplotc Hat of coplea that 
aeed to at lmmt(| it«d sight bat 

a) aaarcfa for c quark 
b) obeervation of t mutrina 
c) obaorvatlon of «?, Z°, M M * ecalara 
4} dotanlfiatlon of v aaaeea and the v Wixing parameter* 
0) determination ol K-H aatrlx saranttoro 
f) batter aeaaurtoant of CP violation parameters 
g) eoarcb. for additional generation* 
h) batter llalta on al). the coupling* 
1) proton atablllty quaatlon 

plua many othere. 
On the theoretical aide aany quaatlona retrain also: 
a) Why la there a quark-lapton similarity? 
b) la there • larger group than SU(3) x 1(1)7 
e) why are there only certain color-charge combinations': 
d) how »eny generation! are there? why? 
e) what causes CP violation? 
t) why la there 1 aft-right asymmetry? 1c It Just a low energy 

phenoaanonT 
g) are quarks and laptona fundamental? 

plus ainy othara. 
One could alao aak a general quest ioni Do ve hove an ultinatr 

theory of weak interactions! I do not want to answer i t , but vauld 
like to remind the reader about the existence of the large number of 
free parametera in the theory* 

J CHS nodal paraoetere (a, £ p» aln 6>w) 
JO K-M aatrlx and quark naa* parameter* 
10 lepton aoetor parameters 
1 naaa of Btgge scaler 
I Biaaber »f generations 

_1 BUBbar »t Higgv doublets 
26 BIBIBUB total nvtbar of parameters. 
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I f th> nvapcr of Blftfi* datfblot*, lutthia of c«Mritlon«, or the 
•Ice of the Muft* trouft *r* lorgar. the mother of ptfflgwtwo em 
•row to a significantly higher number. Whether • CtMOry with M 
many paraaetimi can b« called truly fttndavencal la i t l«wt partly 
m •ubjpctlw question, that cannot ht anawcrao' on any abaoluta 
scale. Hoat of us, however» would probably iniMr I t In toe 
neyol ivc. 
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